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LT-Innovate is an online and off-line collaborative platform for European companies developing products using intelligent content, translation and speech technology.

Its mission is to catalyze and strengthen the LT industry by making available support services and facilitating collaborative initiatives.
Objectives

Created in January 2012 – 100 full members in June 2012

Objectives:

- to promote Language Technology as a key enabling technology for Europe's economy and society;
- to unify Europe's Language Technology sector for increased competitiveness in the global market place;
- to facilitate technology transfer from research to market;
- to articulate the sector's collective interests vis-à-vis buyers, investors and policy makers.
Language Technology is the missing piece in the puzzle of the Digital Single Market.
Summit’s Call to Action

- Spot opportunities, identify barriers, deliver solutions
- Create Innovation Agenda
- Deliver the missing piece for the Single Digital Market
- Enable cross-border government interoperability
150 participants mainly from LT SMEs

Innovation Focus Groups: iServices, iEnterprise, iHelpers, iSkills, iHealth, and Partnering

40 company showcases

12 winners

Lot’s of energy created!
Activities

- Assemble and disseminate key LT market data
- Increase the visibility of the LT industry vis-à-vis buyers, investors and policy makers
- Organise the collaboration of LT SMEs and other LT value-chain stakeholders (through Special Interest Groups)
- Facilitate collaborative projects
- Facilitate the transfer of research results and accelerate the uptake of innovation in the market place
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Contact

www.lt-innovate.eu

@LTInnovate
@LangTechNews

Blog: www.ltinnovate.blogspot.be

LangTechNews Service:
www.lt-innovate.eu/Ltnews

Philippe Wacker
phw@lt-innovate.eu
+32 2 219 0305
+32 475 443 683